VPCOE Baramati Campus

VPCOE Baramati becomes an
IET Academic Affiliate
Vidya Pratishthan’s
College of Engineering
(VPCOE) Baramati was
founded in 2000 and
affiliated to University of
Pune, recognized by
Government of Maharashtra
and AICTE News Delhi.
VPCOE is now an IET
academic affiliate. The
excellent infrastructural
facilities, high quality staff,
excellent laboratories and
best university results
gained VPCOE as a leading
institution in the University
of Pune.
VPCOE has studentcentered institutional
development as a motto.
We are committed to
pursue academic excellence
to develop a student with
comprehensive technical
knowledge and integrated
personality. The institute is
an associate member of
Association of Common
wealth Universities, UK.
Around 2500 students are
studying in various
disciplines of engineering at
UG and PG level programs
and are supported by over

170 staff. VPCOE campus
became student’s first
choice in the State of
Maharashtra as the institute
offers excellent education at
affordable cost. The
institute has academic tieups with the leading US
universities viz. NC State
University, Michigan
Technological University and
Lawrence Technological
University. These MoUs
provide global academic
collaboration opportunities
to Student and Faculty in
the emerging areas of
Science and Technology.
VPCOE has strong academic
collaborations with IIT
Bombay, IIT Khargpur and
IIT Madras which in turn
supports faculty for
pursuing Ph.D. and

fellowship programs. At
present five faculty
members are doing Ph.D. at
different IIT’s, NIT’s and
institution abroad.
The green lushly fully
residential Wi-Fi connected
campus is sprawled over 30
acres with a world class
infrastructure and state of
art laboratories, library. The
on campus amenities
includes playground, indoor, out-door play courts,
well equipped gymnasiums
and residential facility for
staff and students.
VPCOE also has a strong
focus on academic research.
Over 250 research papers
have been published by the
faculty in prominent
national and international
journals and conferences.

(www.vpcoe.org)

The institute motivates the
faculty and students to
pursue innovative research
by providing financial and
infrastructural support.
“VPCOE has a laid strong
foundation creating and
disseminating knowledge,”
highlights Prof. S.B.
Deosarkar, Principal. “It
inculcates high socio-ethical
fabric in students while
providing them with a
unique and conducive
learning experience in the
various disciplines of
engineering and technology
at graduate and post
graduate level, enabling
them to best serve mankind.
I am confident that VPCOE
will soon rise to greater
heights and will be listed
amongst top 10%
institutions in the State of
Maharashtra. The IET
academic affiliate status will
add further value to this
institute in realizing its goal
to become a World Class
Educational Institution in
the rural part of INDIA”.

